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Terms and Conditions Winter Sports 

 
 

§1 ID requirement 

The customer must identify themselves to the organizer with an official identification document. If 

identification is missing, the organizer can refuse to release the rental property. To register customer 

data, the organizer accepts credit cards from VISA, MASTERCARD or AMERICAN EXPRESS. A deposit 

guarantee in the form of an identification document or cash may be required. 

 

§2 Transport regulations 

The use of all transport systems and slopes is the responsibility of the customer. Liability claims against 

the organizer are excluded. 

 

§3 Acceptance/damage to rental items 

By accepting the rental item, the customer acknowledges the general terms and conditions and the 

perfect condition of the rental item. If the rental item is in a condition beyond normal wear and tear 

when it is returned, the customer must pay for the damage in full. The customer must pay for any 

damage to the rental property upon return. The mandatory protection fee is already included in the 

rental price. This means the customer is insured against these risks (breakage and damage). Damage 

caused by gross negligence is excluded from the insurance. Only those items that are shown as insured 

on the receipt are considered insured. (RISK) In the event of theft, the deductible is: CHF 650 (Exclusive), 

CHF 400 (Premium), CHF 300 (Economy) or CHF 150.– (budget). 

 

§4 Theft 

If a rented item is stolen or lost, the customer is liable. The price depends on the current value of the 

lost item. The customer must pay this amount to the organizer before departure. Deductible is: CHF 650 

(Exclusive), CHF 400 (Premium), CHF 300 (Economy) or CHF 150.– (budget). 

 

§5 Police report 

If an insured rental property is stolen from the customer, he must immediately report this to the 

Engelberg police station and hand the police report to the organizer. 
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§6 Return of rental items 

At the end of the rental, the rented material must be returned in full by the customer, otherwise the 

customer must pay for the missing items. Only the rental material that was rented according to the 

invoice receipt (see barcode number) will be booked back. Items from other stores or other customers 

will not be taken into account. The customer is responsible for all items rented under his or her name. 

 

§7 Rental costs 

The rental price must be paid in advance. We accept the following payment methods: Swiss francs, 

euros, US dollars, VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS. 

 

§8 Reimbursement of rental costs 

A partial refund of the rent will only be made if all railway facilities are out of operation. As proof of this, 

the customer must show the railway's refund receipt. In addition, there is a partial refund as a result of 

an injury, which can be documented by a medical certificate. If the customer voluntarily misses one or 

more days during the rental period, this does not entitle him to claim back or not pay the rent or part of 

the rent. 

 

§9 Binding setting 

The binding is adjusted without an adjustment device. However, the bindings are continually checked for 

functionality before and during the season in accordance with the recommendations of the Federal 

Office for Accident Prevention (BFU). 

 

§10 Disclaimer of liability 

The organizer declines all liability in the event of accidents resulting in injuries that may occur when 

performing an activity with rental equipment from the organizer or injuries that result from non-

observance of the FIS rules. The customer must independently have sufficient health accident insurance 

(incl. 

sports accidents). 

 

§11 Liability for deposited items 

The organizer declines all liability for the customer's items that are deposited on the organizer's 

premises. 

 

§12 Change of offer 

The organizer reserves the right to change offers and rental conditions without prior notice. 

 

§13 Place of jurisdiction 

The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all disputes arising from this contract is Engelberg.  


